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ABSTRACT
An examination of the literature in respect to buried soil anchors shows an existing gap in
parameters studied. An in depth study on soil anchors subjected to varying pullout velocities has
yet to be studied in detail. This thesis outlines an experimental program to test anchors of two
different diameters at various embedment depths and pullout velocities using symmetry. The
analyzed data suggests the ultimate pullout resistance is rate dependent and is further influenced by
diameter size and embedment depth. Anchors embedded at deeper depths with the larger diameter
size showed to be more influenced by pullout velocities than those at shallower depths. Therefore,
anchors pulled at high velocities should be considered during design process. Furthermore, results
from this study can be used to update existing models to account for strain rate effects in addition
to validate and calibrate new numerical models to include anchor foundations in potential
applications that are subjected to dynamic loading.
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Introduction

General
Soil anchors are buried foundations that rely on the soil between the anchor and aboveground structure as the main form of resistance. The anchor engages with the soil along its length
to prohibit uplift and overturning of the anchored structure when subjected to loading such as wind
or wave forces. Soil anchors have historically found use as foundation systems for structures such
as transmission towers, guyed towers, anchored bulkheads, offshore structures, and large fabric
structures.
Extensive research has been done on the behavior of anchors during vertical pullout at
quasi-static rates [1-5]. The majority of literature to date looks to predict, simulate, and/or observe
the ultimate pullout resistance. For this study the ultimate pullout resistance is defined as the peak
point of resistance prior to a sustained, or plateaued, resistance.
This ultimate capacity is dictated by the shape of the failure surface during uplift which is
further dependent on the relative density of the soil. Theoretical formulations proposed to predict
pullout resistance have been shown to yield widely varying estimates [1, 6, 7]. Meyerhof and
Adams [6] recognized the inconsistencies in pullout capacity theories and suggested the
inconsistencies could be due to inaccurately describing the failure shape as the anchor engages with
the soil. For example, shallow-embedded anchors in dense sand have shown to form a conical
shape up to the surface, whereas deep-embedded anchors tend to form a ‘balloon’ shape.
Estimating the capacity of a deeply-embedded anchor using empirical equations derived from a
shallow anchor can prove to be overly conservative and, in contrast, grossly underestimated for
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shallow anchors predicted with deep anchor theory [6]. It is therefore necessary to capture the
failure surface when exploring new parameters to understand the behavior and capacity of
embedded anchors.
The majority of research conducted on the pullout capacity of soil anchor foundations has
been performed at the static or quasi-static loading rates. At quasi-static rates, parameters such as
soil density and dilatancy, embedment depth, plate roughness, initial stress state, anchor size and
shape have all been studied in detail. The most exhaustive study being that performed by Rowe
and Davis [5]. Of these, initial stress state and plate roughness, when pulled perfectly vertically,
were determined to have an inconsiderable effect on the pullout capacity. While embedment depth,
soil density and dilatancy, anchor size and shape all had a considerable effect on the buried anchor’s
behavior.

Research Objective
It is apparent from the current literature there exists a gap in data on the effect of different
pullout velocities on the pullout resistance [1-14]. This study seeks to fill this gap by performing
controlled experimental tests and analysis on soil anchors at various pullout velocities. The
experimental program will be conducted on embedded anchors to investigate the effect of anchor
depth, diameter, and pullout velocity on the peak resistance of soil anchors. A comprehensive
analysis will be performed on the collected data, on the ultimate pullout resistance of different
pullout velocities and characterizing the level of rate dependency on the size and embedment of the
anchor.
An understanding of the resistance of soil anchors under high-velocity uplift could open
opportunities for new applications such as anti-ram barriers, guardrails, etc., where investigating
dynamic loadings on the component level is required prior to exploring a detailed design.
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Experimental data will also provide a means to calibrate and validate strain-rate-dependent
constitutive models to explore further applications via numerical models such as finite elements.
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Literature Review

General
Previous studies on soil anchor have explored both theoretical methods and experimental
testing. These tests have explored various parameters and their effects on the ultimate uplift
capacity of soil anchors. Merifield and Sloan [12] have tabulated a detailed overview of soil anchor
plate tests that have been studied both from experimental tests and theoretical methods in
cohesionless soil. Experimental tests have been conducted both in the field and in a scaled,
controlled laboratory setting. Table 1 and Table 2 are adapted for this study from Merifield and
Sloan [12] and updated with additional literature relative to this study. The tables include only
horizontal anchors pulled vertically in cohesionless soils for experimental and theoretical studies,
respectively. A third table is included, Table 3, that shows parameters explored in listed studies.

Previous Experimental Studies
Table 1 shows there have been three test settings in the literature to conduct experimental
tests on soil anchors. These include centrifuge device testing, conventional soil container testing,
and field testing. Centrifuge modeling of soil anchors was explored extensively by Dickin and
Leung [15].
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Table 1. Experimental tests performed in cohesionless soil on horizontal anchors (adapted from
Merifield and Sloan [12])
Author

Test setting

Anchor shape

Anchor
size (mm)

H/B or
H/D

Adams and Hayes
(1967)

-

Circular

25-100

-

Das and Seeley
(1975)

Conventional

Square,
rectangular
(L/B = 1-5)

51

1-5

Oversen (1981)

Centrifuge,
field

Circular, square

51

1-8

Murray and Geddes
(1987)

Field

51

1-10

Frydman and
Shamam (1989)

Field, soil
container

19, 200

2.5-9.5

Dickin (1988)

Centrifuge,
conventional

25, 50

1-8

Tagaya et al. (1988)

Centrifuge

15

3-7

Murray and Geddes
(1989)

Conventional

51

1-8

Ilamparuthi et al.
(2002)
Liu et al. (2011)

Circular,
rectangular
(L/B = 1-10)
Strip,
rectangular
(L/B = 5)
Square,
rectangular
(L/B = 1-8)
Circular,
rectangular
(L/B = 2, 7)
Square,
rectangular
(L/B = 1-10)

Conventional

Circular

100-400

1-12

Conventional

Circular

51

1-9

The majority of tests listed used a conventional soil container for testing (as was employed
in this study). For these tests a soil container was constructed with assumed rigid surrounding
boundary conditions and a sturdy loading frame positioned over the center of the anchor to pull the
horizontal anchor vertically. The soil containers size is designed as such that the boundary is large
enough not to influence the failure surface during anchor pullout.
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Previous Theoretical Studies
Table 2 shows the numerous theoretical studies performed in the literature using various
methods to predict the ultimate pullout resistance of anchors.

Among these include limit

equilibrium, limit analysis using upper and lower bound solutions, and numerical finite element
methods.
Limit equilibrium methods assume a failure shape and equilibrium is solved for the failed
mobilized soil mass. This provides simple, quick, relatively accurate results and are therefore
favored in practice. However, strong understanding of the forces acting on the failure shape during
anchor pullout is needed to obtain an estimate of the anchor pullout capacity. Many of the limit
equilibrium solutions are sourced from Meyerhof and Adams’ study [6]. A free body diagram a
soil anchor is shown in Figure 1.

Q

γ'

W
τ
σ

Figure 1. Free body diagram of soil anchor under quasi-static loading
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In Figure 1 the pullout resistance, Q, is reacts against the weight of the mobilized soil mass,
W, the shear acting along the mobilized failure surface, τ, and the confining stress, σ. In addition,
for deep anchors, where the mobilized failure surface doesn’t breach the surface, the weight, of the
non-mobilized soil bears down against the upper extent of the failure plane.
Limit analysis provides a more rigorous method by presenting upper and lower bound
solutions based on different possible failure mechanisms that can vary quite widely, but ideally
“bound” the ultimate pullout resistance. Upper bound solutions are predicted using kinematically
admissible velocity fields while lower bound solutions predicted using statically admissible stress
fields. White et al. [7] criticized the limit theorem approach due to the assumption of normality
that leads to unrealistic failure mechanisms. Both the limit equilibrium and limit analysis require
strong knowledge of the failure shapes under various parameters to make appropriate predictions
and make realistic assumptions on stress distributions in the soil.
Finite element solutions were used extensively by Rowe and Davis [5] for a comprehensive
review of soil anchor testing parameters, and compared well with experimental data. Difficulty
with finite element methods lies with choosing the correct inputs and complexity of models, and
although becoming increasingly more common, are not yet widely used in practice.
Many theoretical solutions have been presented and although some of the methods do
correlate well with the experimental results, no single analysis has been able to capture all possible
parameters [4].
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Table 2. Theoretical tests performed in cohesionless soil on horizontal anchors (adapted from
Merifield and Sloan [12])
Author

Analysis method

Meyerhof and
Adams (1968)

Limit equilibrium

Rowe and Davis
(1982)
Vermeer and
Sutjiadi (1985)

Elastoplastic finite
elements
Elastoplastic finite
elements

Murray and Geddes
(1987)

Limit equilibrium, limit
analysis

Tagaya et al. (1988)

Elastoplastic finite
elements

Basudhar and Singh
(1994)

Kanakapura et al.
(1994)
Coetzee et al.
(2005)
Merifield and Sloan
(2006)
White et al. (2008)

Finite elements in
conjunction with nonlinear programming
(lower bound)
Method of
characteristics
coupled with logspiral failure surface

Anchor
shape
Circular,
square,
strip

H/B or
H/D

Strip

1-8

Strip

1-8

Circular,
strip,
rectangular
Circular,
rectangular
(L/B = 2, 7)

2.5-11

-

0-30

Strip

1-8

Strip

1-8

Material point method

Strip

3, 5

Finite element limit
analysis

Strip

1-10

Limit equilibrium

Strip, pipe

1-8

Conclusions of Previous Studies
Table 3 has been created to show the parameters that have been investigated by previous
studies.
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Table 3. Parameters investigated in previous studies
Parameters explored
Author
Meyerhof and
Adams
(1968)
Das and
Seeley
(1975)

Dens.

Friction
angle

X

X

Rowe and
Davis (1982)

Soil
dilation

X

X

Initial
stress
state

X

Embed
-ment

Plate
rough
-ness

Geom
./ size

Pullout
vel.

X

X

-

X

X

-

X

X

X

Murray and
Geddes
(1987)

X

X

Dickin (1988)

X

X

Tagaya et al.
(1988)
Frydman and
Shamam
(1989)
Ilamparuthi et
al. (2002)
Merifield and
Sloan (2006)
White et al.
(2008)
Liu et al.
(2011)

X

1.50
mm/
min
0.72
mm/
min
0.23
mm/
min
-

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

0.50
mm/
min

X
X

X

X

X

X

-

X

3.00
mm/
min

The pullout resistance for soil anchors is a function of the soil mobilized within the failure
surface, the shear resistance along the failure shape, and the normal stress acting on the failure
shape from the surrounding sand [6]. A study of the parameters is therefore not just a study of what
parameters most significantly influence the pullout resistance, but what parameters most
significantly influence the failure surface.
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Parameters, that have been studied, effecting the contained plastic deformation failure are
soil density, dilatancy, initial embedment depth, and anchor geometry. These factors have all been
reported to considerably influence the ultimate uplift capacity of soil anchors [2, 3, 5]
Meyerhof and Adams [6] also reported on the effects of embedment depth and density.
The contained plastic deformation mobilized during uplift differs whether in loose or dense and
shallow or deep sand. For loose sand at shallow embedment depth the failure shape extends
vertically from the edges of the anchor up to the surface and at deeper embedment depths the failure
shape extends vertically from the edges of the anchor as well, but fails to reach the surface. At the
dense state, shallow anchors mobilize a conical failure shape up to the surface. At deeper
embedment depth with dense sand, a sand shear surface extends outward like the shallow anchor,
but then begins to curve vertically into a balloon or bulb shape.
What accounts as shallow and deep was studied by Ilamparuthi et al. [2]. A critical
embedment depth was observed by Ilamparuthi et al. [2] that was related to the density of the soil.
This critical depth can be expressed as the embedment ratio (𝐻/𝐷)𝑐𝑟 . Here 𝐻 is the embedment
depth and 𝐷 is the diameter of the anchor. Ilamparuthi et al. [2] recommends the critical
embedment depth be taken as 4.8, 5.9, and 6.8 for loose, medium-dense, and dense sands
respectively. The critical depth was most distinguished by the normalized failure displacement
(𝛿/𝐻). When the normalized failure displacement was plotted against the embedment ratio, two
distinct slopes were observed that met at the critical embedment listed above and shown in Figure
2 sourced from Ilamparuthi et al. [2].
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Figure 2. Variation of normalized failure displacement 𝛿/𝐻 with embedment ratio 𝐻/𝐷 for
circular plate anchors in medium-dense sand [2]

The effects of soil dilatancy and soil anchors were studied by Rowe and Davis, White et
al., and Merifield and Sloan [5, 7, 12]. Soil dilatancy has no considerable effect for loose soils
and/or anchors buried at shallow depths. However, for medium to dense sand at deeply embedded
anchors soil dilatancy can have an appreciable effect on the ultimate pullout resistance [5]. Initial
stress state and anchor roughness for horizontal anchors pulled perfectly vertically were also found
to have no considerable effect on the overall pullout capacity [5].
These parameters have been studied in-depth by multiple authors at quasi-static rates. The
pullout behavior is well understood and models have been created with comparable accuracy to the
experimental observation. This study looks to explore anchor size and embedment depth at
dynamic rates to add to the understanding of buried anchors and present strain rate data for
modeling applications under dynamic loadings.
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Experimental Program

General
This section goes into detail on the experimental program testing matrix, testing apparatus,
preparation of the soil and testing procedures. The symmetry conditions for the symmetry tests
and conclusions about the results are also included.

Testing Matrix
A total of 14 tests were conducted to compare the effect of anchor diameter, embedment
depth, and pullout velocity on the behavior of horizontal soil anchors pulled vertically. The testing
matrix (Table 4) below shows the desired parameters of these 14 tests. The desired test parameters
included two different anchor diameters at 100 mm and 150 mm, pulled at three embedment depths
of 460 mm, 600 mm, and 900 mm, and at four varying velocities of 1.5 mm/sec, 10 mm/sec, 100
mm/sec, and 500 mm/sec.
Each test is organized based on the comparison(s) to be made during the data analysis. In
the table this is distinguished by C1, C2, and/or C3 in the comparison column. Tests labeled with
C1 will compare diameter and depth, tests labeled with C2 will compare diameter and velocity, and
tests labeled with C3 will be used to compare depth and velocity. Further, these comparisons are
grouped together based on a similar parameter. For example, all tests grouped in C1 are pulled at
a desired velocity of 1.5 mm/sec, tests in group C2 are pulled at an embedment depth of 600 mm,
and tests in group C3 are pulled with the 150 mm diameter anchor.
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Table 4. Testing matrix
Test #

Diameter (mm)

Embedment
depth (mm)

Pullout velocity
(mm/sec)

Comparison

01

100

460

1.5

C1

02

100

600

1.5

C1, C2

03

100

900

1.5

C1

04

150

460

1.5

C1

05

150

600

1.5

C1, C2, C3

06

150

900

1.5

C1, C3

07

100

600

10

C2

08

100

600

100

C2

09

100

600

500

C2

10

150

600

10

C2, C3

11

150

600

100

C2, C3

12

150

600

500

C2, C3

13

150

900

100

C3

14

150

900

500

C3

Testing Apparatus
The testing apparatus consisted of a soil container with dimensions of 0.98 m (L) x 0.98 m
(W) x 1.2 m (H) retrofitted inside an existing 1.8 m (L) x 1.8 m (W) x 1.2 m (H) larger steel box.
A clear acrylic pane was installed on the front face of the soil box to capture the failure shape during
testing. Plywood braced at the center at a 45° angle served to create the retrofitted box, which
utilized a corner of the original steel box (Figure 3).
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High speed
camera side

Clear
acrylic pane

Testing side

Figure 3. Soil box with clear acrylic pane

Two circular plates of different diameters were used for testing: a steel plate with a 152
mm diameter and 6.35 mm thickness and an aluminum plate with a 102 diameter and 12.7 mm
thickness. The two plates are shown in Figure 3 below. These two plates were further cut in half
to allow the anchor to remain flush against the clear acrylic pane while being pulled to maintain a
symmetry boundary condition.
Instrumentation for these tests consisted of a tension/compression pancake load cell
(Honeywell model 3132) with a load capacity of 8900 N, a linear transducer with a 635 mm range,
and a high speed Redlake NX series camera with 12 mm lens and a maximum picture resolution of
1016 x 1016 pixels.
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150 mm

100 mm

(a)

12.7 mm

6.35 mm

(b)
Figure 4. Plate anchors: (a) top view; (b) side view (left: aluminum plate; right: steel plate)

A 12-ton gantry crane was used to pull the anchor at varying speeds. The crane itself has
two base speeds, a slow speed of 10 mm/sec and a fast speed of 70 mm/sec. To obtain desired
dynamic pullout speeds a block-and-tackle pulley system was attached between the loading frame
and gantry crane to amplify the pullout velocity up to 8x the crane’s base speeds. The pull was
reversed in order to decrease the base speed by 8x for quasi-static pullout speeds. Figure 5 shows
an overview of the testing apparatus and data acquisition setup.
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Loading frame

String pot

Load cell

C-clamps
Pulley system

(a)

(b)

High speed
camera network
connection

Viewing
monitor

Host PC
High speed
camera laptop

Target PC with
NI PCI-6024E
DAQ

String
potentiometer
power supply

I/O connector block
(NI SCB-68)

(c)
Figure 5. Testing apparatus: (a) loading frame; (b) pulley and load cell; (c) data collection
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Soil Preparation
Standard F50 Ottawa sand with properties shown in Table 5 was compacted to a mediumdense state using the sand raining technique. A Pluviator shown in Figure 6 was provided with
dimensions 0.76 m (L) x 0.76 m (W) to rain sand into the soil box. A series of holes and lever to
open and close the sliding hatch allowed the sand to rain in from the pluviator. Attached below the
pluviator were two sieves of sizes #6 and #10. The idea of the sand raining technique is to raise
the pluviator to a critical height above the sand surface. As the pluviator is raised the sand particles
approach a terminal velocity. The critical height is the height at which the sand particles will no
longer fall any faster with a gain in height, i.e. the terminal velocity is reached. In addition, the two
sieve sizes provide a means to disperse the sand uniformly on the surface [16, 17].

Table 5. Standard F50 Ottawa sand properties
Standard F50 Ottawa sand (silica sand)
Mean particle size (D50)

0.25 mm

Coefficient of uniformity (Cu)

1.8

Coefficient of curvature (Cc)

0.95

Specific gravity (Gs)

2.65

Minimum void ratio (emin)

0.48

Maximum void ratio (emax)

0.78

Density (ρ)

1615 kg/m3

For the testing the pluviator was adjusted to 0.76 m (L) x 0.41 m (W) by closing off a
section of holes with wooden panels to accommodate the retrofitted soil box. The standard F50
Ottawa sand was rained into the soil box at a height of 1.5 m above top most sand surface. This
process was repeated in 50 mm lifts changing the drop location each time to ensure a uniform
surface up to the required height. This compaction technique gave a measured density of
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approximately 1615 kg/m3 by repeating this technique with a container of known mass and volume
[16, 17].

Soil container
Pluviator

Figure 6. Pluviator (left) and soil container (right)

Test Procedures
Listed below are the testing procedures for symmetry tests. All instrumentations (Figure 8)
were connected into data acquisition system (NI PCI 6024B) and recorded on a host computer using
MathWorks’ software Simulink Real-Time:

1. Each test started out by tamping and compacting a base layer of silica sand to a height
of at least 100 mm to support the anchor and sand above.
2. A Gr. 8 fine-threaded rod with 12.7 mm diameter and 1.2 m in height was fastened
through centroid of plate anchor and secured with washer and nut.
3. The anchor was leveled and placed directly on top of the base layer, flush with the
acrylic pane (Figure 7), and the threaded rod extending fully vertical out of the soil
box.
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Figure 7. Semicircular 150 mm diameter anchor flush against acrylic pane

4. A wooden wedge was placed and secured at the top of the acrylic pane between the
fine-threaded rod and acrylic pane to ensure no movement of the anchor occurred
during preparation of the sand bed.
5. Silica sand was rained into the soil box at a drop height of 1.5 m above the top most
soil surface using the pluviator and raining sand technique. Prior to dropping, dyed
green sand was mixed into the pluviator to improve the sand texture against the acrylic
pane to better visualize the failure surface during pullout with the high speed camera
[18, 19].
6. When desired embedment depth was reached, the load cell was carefully fastened onto
the top of the fine threaded rod.
7. The loading frame was placed over the center of the load cell and securely fastened
with industrial standard c-clamps to prevent overturning of the frame.
8. The remaining instrumentation was set up. The string pot was clamped onto the loading
frame directly above the load cell and the high-speed camera placed in front of the
clear acrylic pane shown in Figure 9.
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9. The high strength steel cable was threaded through the pulley system, through the top
of the loading frame, and directly downward around the load cell and secured with a
U-bolt.
10. The building lights were dimmed and two halogen lights were placed above light
diffusing panels to obtain consistent lighting for each frame.
11. Immediately prior to testing the anchor was loaded to an initial load of about 45 N.
12. After ensuring the testing apparatus was set up correctly the soil anchor was pulled
vertically.

(a)
(b)
Figure 8. Instrumentation used for testing: (a) load cell; (b) string potentiometer
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Figure 9. Positioning of high speed camera in front of acrylic pane to capture failure shape

Symmetry Conditions
Symmetry tests were carried out to capture the failure surface upon pullout up to the
ultimate pullout resistance. Similar tests have been carried out by Liu et al [3]. Two tests were
conducted prior to carrying out the testing matrix to determine the symmetry conditions of the test
setup. Both tests show the pullout force versus displacement and the dimensionless format shown
in Equation 1 commonly reported and referred to as the breakout factor in literature, 𝑁𝑞 :

𝑁𝑞 = 𝑄/𝛾𝐴ℎ

(1)

where 𝑄 is the pullout force, 𝛾 is the measured unit weight, 𝐴 is the surface area of the anchor,
and ℎ is the embedment depth.
Figure 10 shows the comparison between the full, circular and half, semicircular anchor
tested with a 127 mm diameter anchor embedded at 460 mm and pulled at 11.0 mm/sec presented
in units of force (Figure 10-a) and its respective dimensionless form (Figure 10-b). The half anchor
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has an ultimate pullout resistance of 361 N while the full anchor has an ultimate pullout resistance
of 523 N. This results in a considerable error of about 35%.
Figure 11 shows the comparison between the circular and semicircular anchor test with a
152 mm diameter anchor embedded at 600 mm and pulled at approximately 545 mm/sec. The
pullout behavior appears similar in both tests. The dimensionless forms (Figure 10-b and Figure
11-b) show almost identical peak pullout forces for both circular and semicircular tests. The full
anchor test performed in Figure 11 had an ultimate capacity of 1086 N in contrast to the half anchor
having an ultimate capacity of 712 N. Again, a considerable error of about 30% is observed in this
test.
The region between that of the half anchor and full anchor data can be described as the
boundary friction error. The boundary error is both a result of the friction forces acting against the
anchor as well as the contact area of the mobilized soil against the acrylic pane. It is expected that
this error should increase as a larger volume is disturbed with pullout and is a factor that should be
considered as a significant source of error. Therefore, the values reported in this study should not
be directly correlated to full size anchors with similar testing parameters without a more in-depth
study on the boundary conditions to correct the symmetry conditions.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 10. 127 mm diameter anchor at 460 mm embedment and 11.0 mm/sec: (a) units of
force; (b) dimensionless form
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(a)

(b)
Figure 11. 152 mm diameter anchor at 600 mm embedment and 545 mm/sec: (a) units of force;
(b) dimensionless
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Data Analysis

General
Data from the load cell and string potentiometer were collected and processed using a
MATLAB script. This chapter goes into detail of the results from the experimental program. Raw
outputs of these tests can be found in Appendix A.

Post-processing and Calibration of Data
Testing was done with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz for all tests in the testing matrix. This
was to ensure to capture the peak pullout resistance during testing, but as a result, caused a lot of
noise in the data. To better show trends each test was post processed using a simple moving
average. The window size chosen is a function of the pullout velocity during testing shown in
Equation 2.

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 =

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑉𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑡

∗4

(2)

The load cell instrumentation possessed a significant larger capacity (8900 N) than what
was experienced during testing (909 N). As a result, an upper bound error of 20 N and lower bound
error of 25 N was expected. This can be show in Figure 12 where a known weight of 208 N was
pulled at the quasi-static rate of 1.6 mm/sec. Figure 12 captures a 25 second time window showing
the error expected as the weight is pulled quasi-statically. The post-processed simple moving
average using a window size calculated using Equation 2 overlaid on top of the raw data shows to
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be in good correlation with the true load (208 N). In addition to using a moving average the selfweight was subtracted from the overall load.

Figure 12. Expected range of error
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Tests 2, 7, 8, and 9 were further subjected to the averaging technique above. Each of these
tests contain similar parameters of 100 mm diameter anchor and 600 mm initial embedment depth
with the exception of pullout velocity. This is to ensure that the above technique performs well to
tests subjected at different velocities. Figure 14 through Figure 17 below show the results of these
tests. All tests perform well when subjected to the moving average with the exception of Test 02
shown in Figure 17. The oscillation experienced in Figure 17 is experienced in all tests when pulled
at the slowest recorded rate of approximately 1.6 mm/sec. Reports of similar oscillation have also
been reported in the literature by Rowe and Davis [5] and Dickin [1]. Rowe and Davis [5]
concluded this problem could be connected to the gap that forms underneath the anchor when
pulled. Other possibilities include the contact between the finely-threaded rod and the cohesionless
soil as it is being pulled. Irrespective of the oscillation experienced, the overall trend appears to be
captured well.

Figure 13. Formation of gap during pullout
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Figure 14. Post-processed data for v4 velocity category using moving average for Test 09
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Figure 15. Post-processed data for v3 velocity category using moving average for Test 08
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Figure 16. Post-processed data for v2 velocity category using moving average for Test 07
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Figure 17. Post-processed data for v1 velocity category using moving average for Test 02
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Results and Discussion
Table 6 presents the results from the testing matrix after post processing the data. Listed
are the pullout velocities achieved during testing, the peak force recorded at failure and the
displacement at failure. The velocities are reported in categories of v1 – v4 for presentation and
comparison purposes. As the velocity increased so did the variability in the achieved velocity
during testing. The category v1 represents velocities in the range 1.60 mm/sec – 1.65 mm/sec, v2
represents velocities in the range 10.0 mm/sec – 12.0 mm/sec, v3 represents velocities in the range
80 mm/sec – 90 mm/sec, and v4 represents velocities in the range of 475 mm/sec – 550 mm/sec.
The ultimate pullout resistance is the point where the resistance no longer increases but
rather is sustained or begins diminishing. Often a clearly-defined peak was not evident in the data,
and with the additional noise, predicting the ultimate pullout resistance posed challenges. To
account for this, a lower bound of 0.5% of the absolute max force was chosen to ensure that the
first initial peak during the sustained loading phase is chosen as the ultimate pullout resistance.
Test 10 and Test 11 are used to convey this methodology and shown in Figure 18 and
Figure 19, respectively. Test 10 has two distinguished peaks at the sustained resistance phase. The
second of these two peaks is the absolute max at 381.6 N and the first local maximum at 379.7 N.
These two peaks occur at a considerable displacement apart with the absolute max occurring at
70.6 mm of displacement and 15.7 mm of displacement for the first local maximum peak. It is this
first local maximum peak before sustained resistance that defines the ultimate pullout resistance
for this study.
Similarly, Test 11 shows a plateaued resistance once reaching its peak and a well-defined
failure is not evident. The point at which the dotted line in Figure 19 crosses with the load –
displacement curve is taken to be the ultimate pullout resistance. The absolute max resistance
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occurs in Test 11 at 57.7 mm with a force of 524.6 N. When using the lower bound 0.5% threshold
the failure displacement changed to 46.7 mm with corresponding force of 523.2 N.

Table 6. Results of testing matrix
Test #

Anchor
diameter
(mm)

Embedment
depth (mm)

Achieved
pullout velocity
(mm/sec)

Ultimate
pullout
resistance (N)

Displacement
at failure (mm)

01

102

457

1.64 (v1)

224

7.97

02

102

610

1.64 (v1)

297

4.49*

03

102

914

1.64 (v1)

373

9.78

04

152

457

1.64 (v1)

375

14.4

05

152

610

1.63 (v1)

520

24.2

06

152

914

1.62 (v1)

631

25.6

07

102

610

11.5 (v2)

307

10.3

08

102

610

85 (v3)

316

25.2

09

102

610

510 (v4)

432

32.7

10

152

610

11.6 (v2)

380

15.7

11

152

610

87 (v3)

523

46.7

12

152

610

530 (v4)

711

42.0

13

152

914

81 (v3)

782

51.6

14

152

914

490 (v4)

909

95.8

*String potentiometer pulled beyond its limit and did not start recording immediately during test
v1: 1.60 mm/sec – 1.65 mm/sec
v2: 10.0 mm/sec – 12.0 mm/sec

v3: 80 mm/sec – 90 mm/sec
v4: 475 mm/sec – 550 mm/sec
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Figure 18. Test 10 determining ultimate pullout resistance

Figure 19. Test 11 determining ultimate pullout resistance
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4.3.1

Load – Displacement Behavior
Experimental program results are plotted in Figure 20 - Figure 22 and are represented by

their test number in the matrix, preceded by the letter ‘T’. Following the test number in parenthesis
are the tests’ parameters. Parameters are preceded by the letter ‘d’, ‘h’, or ‘v’ where ‘d’ is to
designate anchor diameter (mm), ‘h’ for embedment depth (mm), and ‘v’ for the pullout velocity
(mm/sec).
Experimental figures are separated by the comparisons described previously in Table 4,
with each comparison accompanied by a pair of plots. The first pair of plots show the pullout
resistance behavior for 250 mm of displacement and the second pair of plots show the ultimate
pullout resistance and its respective displacement, termed failure displacement. Additionally, Test
02 has been excluded from the ultimate capacity figures as it may be the results of an
instrumentation error. The string pot is believed to have been pulled beyond its capacity, and
therefore failed to pick up readings during the initial seconds of the test. This behavior can be
observed in Figure 20 as the initial displacement does not change until the ultimate pullout
resistance is approached. This behavior is not exhibited by the other tests.
Figure 20 - Figure 22 are first distinguished by color according to the test diameter for
Figure 20 and Figure 21, and embedment depth for Figure 22. They are secondly distinguished by
the color gradient for load – displacement behavior and by symbols for displacement at ultimate
pullout resistance. The symbols distinguish different embedment depths for Figure 20 and varying
pullout velocities for Figure 21 and Figure 22.
Figure 20 compares diameter and depth. These tests were all performed at the quasi-static
pullout velocity in accordance with v1. Both the 100 mm and 150 mm diameter were tested at
approximate embedment depths of 460 mm, 600 mm, and 900 mm. Figure 21 shows those tests
performed at a constant depth of approximately 600 mm in order to compare the effect of changing
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anchor diameter and pullout velocity. The final comparison, Figure 22, was tested only with the
150 mm diameter anchor. Depths and pullout velocities were varied to compare depth and pullout
velocity parameters.
The pullout tests can be viewed in three phases for tests where the velocities exceeded the
v1 category and four phases for the quasi-static or v1 category tests. First, an initial loading phase
where the force increase rapidly to an ultimate pullout force followed by second sustained loading
phase. Uniquely observed in the quasi-static tests is an additional phase where a distinguished dip
occurs as the mobilized sand breaks or fails. Tests pulled at faster velocities do not exhibit this
phase but rather prolong the sustained resistance phase. The final phase is a gradual decrease in
resistance as the anchor continues to be pulled through the cohesionless soil.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 20. Comparing diameter and depth at v1 pullout velocity: (a) Load – displacement
behavior; (b) Displacement at ultimate pullout resistance
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(a)

(b)
Figure 21. Comparing diameter and pullout velocity at 600 mm embedment depth: (a) Load –
displacement behavior; (b) Displacement at ultimate pullout resistance
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(a)

(b)
Figure 22. Comparing depth and pullout velocity with 150 mm diameter anchor: (a) Load –
displacement behavior; (b) Displacement at ultimate pullout resistance
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A consistent increase in pullout resistance with depth is observed for both the 150 mm and
100 mm diameter anchors with the 150 mm anchors having a significant larger resistance than the
100 mm for the quasi-static tests show in Figure 20. In addition, a distinct ‘dip’ in resistance can
be observed in the quasi-static tests as the anchor reaches the ultimate pullout resistance followed
by a steady decline. This ‘dip’ in resistance becomes more pronounced at deeper embedment depth
and with the larger anchor size. Comparing the force at ultimate pullout resistance with its
respective displacement at failure, a near linear trend appears to exist. Note that Test 03 and Test
04 have near identical behavior during initial pullout irrespective of the different parameters except
pullout velocity. That is Test 03 being the deepest embedment with the 100 mm diameter anchor
and Test 04 the shallowest embedment with the 150 mm diameter anchor, suggesting at the quasistatic velocity the ultimate pullout resistance is more dependent on anchor diameter/area over
anchor depth.
Figure 21 compares the effects of both the 100 mm and 150 mm diameter anchors when
subjected to varying velocities at an approximate depth of 600 mm. The results of these tests
suggest the larger anchor is more dependent on the pullout velocity than the smaller, 100 mm
diameter anchor. For the 100 mm diameter anchor the pullout behavior remains consistent
regardless of the pullout velocity with the exception of Test 09 which was pulled at the fastest
velocity, v4. Figure 21 shows a clear increase in displacement failure for the 100 mm diameter
anchor with increase in pullout velocity. A pattern, however, is less clear with the 150 mm diameter
anchor. There appears to be a discrepancy between Test 05 and Test 10, and it is not clear if one
is erroneous. Removal of test 05 shows a constant increase in pullout resistance whereas removal
of Test 10 shows a more consistent behavior to those tests done with the 100 mm diameter anchor.
However there is an approximate 200 N increase in resistance between the v1 velocity and v4
velocity tests for the 150 mm anchor in comparison to an approximate 100 N increase for the 100
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mm anchor. Comparing the symbols for those tests with the same velocity but different diameter,
a larger difference in ultimate pullout resistance is observed as the velocity increases.
Figure 22 compares effect of depth and pullout velocity. These set of tests were performed
with the largest, 150 mm, diameter anchor. Tests performed at 900 mm embedment depth show a
consistent increase in pullout capacity with an increase in pullout velocity. Tests performed at 600
mm embedment depth do not show any clear correlation.

4.3.2

Ultimate pullout resistance
An additional series of plots were created to further summarize the experimental program

results to visualize the effects of embedment depth, H, and pullout velocity, V, have on the ultimate
pullout resistance, Qu. Figure 23 and Figure 24 compare the ultimate pullout resistance with the
embedment depth and pullout velocity, respectively. Test data is grouped based on similar
parameters such as diameter and pullout velocity for Figure 23, and diameter and depth for Figure
24. Failure displacement, δf, replaces ultimate pullout resistance in Figure 25 and Figure 26, which
are grouped similarly as in Figure 23 and Figure 24.
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Figure 23. Effect of embedment depth on ultimate pullout resistance

Figure 24. Effect of pullout velocity on ultimate pullout resistance
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Figure 25. Effect of embedment depth on failure displacement

Figure 26. Effect of velocity on failure displacement
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The effect of depth and pullout velocity have on ultimate pullout resistance and
displacement is assessed from Figure 23 - Figure 26. As the depth increased during testing so did
the ultimate capacity. Figure 23 shows this to be a linear trend at the quasi-static pullout velocity.
In Figure 24 both anchor sizes show the ultimate pullout capacities being heavily influenced at the
v4 pullout velocity. However, the 100 mm diameter capacity is little influenced at the other
velocities where the 150 mm diameter is more influenced at all pullout velocities.
Figure 25 shows change in depth had little effect on the failure displacement for both the
100 mm and 150 mm at the quasi-static velocity, but was significantly influenced by the v4 pullout
velocity. Larger anchor sizes are also associated with a higher failure displacement. Figure 25
shows failure displacement is dependent on the pullout velocity. A clear upward trend appears on
the semi-log plot for those tests with 100 mm diameter at 600 mm embedment depth and those with
150 mm diameter anchor at 900 mm embedment depth. A clear trend, however, does not exist for
the shallower, 600 mm, depth with 150 mm diameter anchor.
The area under the force-displacement curve up to 250 mm was calculated to determine
the energy absorbed during testing. The results are displayed in Figure 27 and Figure 28.
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Figure 27. Energy absorbed during 250 mm of displacement and varying depths

Figure 28. Energy absorbed during 250 mm of displacement and varying velocities
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A clearer trend is observed when the energy absorbed is plotted in the velocity and displacement
domain. Negligible increase in energy is absorbed during pullout tests for 150 mm and 100 mm
diameter anchor at 600 mm at v1, v2, and v3 velocities. A significant increase occurs, however, at
the v4 velocity range. The 150 mm diameter at the deeper embedment depth of 900 mm, however,
shows a substantial increase between the v1 and v3 velocity ranges.
Figure 29 is a log-log scale plot of the dimensionless factor to compare the static pressure
with the dynamic pressure with pullout velocity. This equation describes the ratio of pressure
forces to inertial forces.

𝐸𝑢 =

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒
𝐷𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

=

𝑄𝑢
𝐴

1
𝜌𝑉 2
2

(3)

A clear log linear trend is shown in Figure 29. At the lower pullout velocity almost all of
the pullout capacity is associated with the static pressure of the sand bearing on the anchor. While
at the opposite end, inertial forces begin to have a larger effect.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 29. Static pressure to dynamic pressure ratio: (a) overview; (b) zoomed in by pullout
velocity
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Summary
The pullout behavior for anchors buried in cohesionless silica sand showed a 3 phase
behavior for v2, v3, and v4 velocities and 4 for phase behavior for the quasi-static, v1, velocity
range. A loading phase where the force increase rapidly to an ultimate pullout force followed by
second sustained loading phase.

Quasi-static, v1, tests had an additional phase where a

distinguished dip occurred as the mobilized sand failed. Tests pulled at faster velocities do not
exhibit this phase but rather prolong the sustained resistance phase. The final phase is a gradual
decrease in resistance as the anchor continues to be pulled through the cohesionless soil.
The experimental program concludes that the ultimate pullout resistance is a function of
anchor diameter and depth.

𝑄𝑢 = 𝑓(𝑑, ℎ, 𝑣)

(4)

A clear rate dependency exists on the ultimate pullout resistance for soil anchors that
appears to be influenced by both anchor diameter and anchor embedment depth. A larger and more
deeply embedded anchor was shown to have an ultimate pullout resistance that was more dependent
on the pullout velocity. This can be attributed to that a larger surface area engages directly with
the sand above during initial loading. This study has not looked at quantifying the extent the anchor
diameter, embedment depth and pullout velocity has on the ultimate pullout resistance.
Failure displacement was also looked at in addition to the ultimate capacity. Failure
displacement was influenced little by depth for slower velocities, but was heavily influenced at the
higher v4 pullout velocities. A critical velocity may exist for anchors with different parameters
where a significant change in resistance is observed.
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Conclusions

An experimental program that included 14 pullout tests with varying diameters,
embedment depths, and pullout velocities were performed and reported. A methodology and
procedures was presented and laid ground work for future tests to build off of. These tests were
performed using symmetry against an acrylic pane to capture the failure surface. It was concluded
that a boundary error of about 30% exists that can be contributed to the failure surface of the sand
and anchor against the acrylic pane when pullout occurs. Load and displacement data was collected
and analyzed. Additionally, high speed images were captured for future visual analysis.
The analysis shows that the ultimate pullout resistance is rate dependent and is further
influenced by the anchor diameter and embedment depth. As the pullout velocity increased to the
v4 velocity, a significant increase in the ultimate pullout resistance occurred. Anchors at deeper
embedment depths showed to be more rate dependent than those at shallower embedment depths.
Where negligible change in ultimate pullout resistance occurred between the v1 and v3 pullout
velocities at a 600 mm depth an increase in 150 N occurred at the 900 mm depth from the v1 pullout
velocity to the v3 pullout velocity. Therefore, for applications where high velocity loading can
occur on the soil anchor, there is a need to consider the rate dependency and the effect it can have
on the ultimate pullout resistance.
Future studies in this topic include developing numerical model, calibrating based on the
data provided to explore further detailed designs for soil anchors subjected to high velocities. High
speed images can be explored in depth to observe failure behavior at different pullout velocities,
diameters, and embedment depth.
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Recommendations
This experiment was the first attempt to pull soil anchors vertically at high velocities.
Therefore, the author recognizes improvements can be made for future testing. To follow is a
reflection on the experimental program and possible improvements that can be made.
Applying a trigger system to start the high speed camera in tandem with the load cell and
string potentiometer instrumentation to accurately compare image frames with load displacement
data. In this test black dye food coloring was mixed and dried and dispersed into the pluviator prior
to dropping. A larger sample of mixed dyed sand should be prepared beforehand with a consistent
mix ratio. Small scale tests and further research should be performed to determine the optimal mix
ratio for texturing the sand and thoroughly mixing sand prior to drops. To better track the anchor
during visual analysis, a distinguished marker should be placed onto the anchor cut. During testing
the anchor began to pull away from the acrylic pane when approaching the ultimate pullout
resistance. The author suggests using a guide attachment that will eliminate any translational
movement during pullout and not interfere with the mobilized shape of the soil. Additional tests
(numerically or experimentally) should be performed to better establish a more conclusive trend on
the influence of pullout velocity.
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Appendix
Raw time history plots of pullout tests

Figure 30. Test 1 time-history
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Figure 31. Test 2 time-history
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Figure 32. Test 3 time-history
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Figure 33. Test 4 time-history
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Figure 34. Test 5 time-history
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Figure 35. Test 6 time-history
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Figure 36. Test 7 time-history
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Figure 37. Test 8 time-history
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Figure 38. Test 9 time-history
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Figure 39. Test 10 time-history
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Figure 40. Test 11 time-history
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Figure 41. Test 12 time-history
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Figure 42. Test 13 time-history
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Figure 43. Test 14 time-history
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